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Haikups from the Haiku Café    
 
 
 
Shiny surfaces,  
disentanglement,  
Funkytown. 
 
 
 
She smiles amiably, 
walks in a kind of stride,  
a fine indulgence. 
 
 
 
Birds in the air,  
a sporty blue scarf,  
tires squealing  
on the street. 
 
 
 
Under the window’s fading light,  
enclosures of private thought, 
foot tap.  
 
 
 
Four branches  
from a trunk,  
a floor, a ceiling,  
walls between. 
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Below above,  
above below, 
on the way  
to work.  
 
 
 
Milk turned to foam,  
an ocean of greatness,  
the common watering hole.  
 
 
 
A tasty mouthful,  
a sly smile, You can  
see it coming,  
 
 
In the near,  
under the sky,  
the decimation  
of desolation. 
 
 
 
The dance of contraries,  
things fall behind the counter,  
it’s all about consideration.  
 
 
 
The wide turn of events,  
moving merrily along,  
seeing the wind jump.  
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The breath of space,  
a race around the world,  
a closer look at everything.  
 
 
 
A twinkling in the night, an opening,  
Are we not like each other?  
 
 
 
A pink bag,  
animal decals,  
an upturned nose, 
sniffing the room. 
 
 
 
A disagreement,  
a nodding of heads,  
eyes undressed  
by what they see. 
 
 
  
He says he loves love,  
she holds her arms,  
they hold themselves. 
 
 
 
A soft, serious look,  
the deep mud of mind, 
It takes time to be free. 
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He furrows his brow,  
the weight of waiting,  
jerky bulkiness.  
 
 
 
Suntanned skin,  
a thin mustache,  
If you’re in, you’re in,  
his hand caresses her arm.  
 
 
 
The soft bite of light,  
rearrange the furniture, 
Consider the distance  
of space. 
  
 
 
She’s small but tall,  
he has disarming charm,  
they exchange hands  
for handshakes. 
 
 
 
Rubber squeaks,  
garish colors, 
everything  
gets said aloud.  
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A place to sit and talk,  
among the peoples  
of the earth.  
 
 
 
A talking baby,  
from way out West,  
she rubs her temples,  
observes the grain. 
 
 
 
Wonder opens wide, 
a voice is lifted. 
 
 
 
Launching into the fray,  
the vortex of life, change  
dances with the familiar.  
 
 
 
A basket stand,  
a crowded face,  
a memory born. 
 
 
 
Dark glasses,  
cloth gloves,  
a furry hat, 
gentle glances. 
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A man scratches his own back,  
legs spread wide, gestures  
of generosity.  
 
 
 
Batteries in the street,  
buckles on boots, words  
on paper napkins.  
 
 
 
She wears a jeweled ring,  
he points at a giant poster,  
their eyes wander  
the landscape.  
 
 
 
What constitutes an idea?  
A gold pendant, wearing green  
at night, inside the outside. 
 
 
 
oft dark hair, a jutting chin,  
sturdy shoes, the blues. 
 
 
 
A table against the wall,  
white grains in a shaker,  
the high sun in a pail. 
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Porcelain cups on an empty table,  
do the step and slide, Some people  
are lucky that way.  
 
 
 
Wastepaper tired,  
elbows on the table,  
she’s back on top  
of herself. 
 
 
 
One bad leg,  
one good, his voice  
goes all sing-songy.  
 
 
 
She touches the back 
of his neck, circular lamps,  
a shuddering wind. 
 
 
 
Figures move in the shadows, 
a blinking light, a white scarf,  
a bank of snow. 
 
 
Uplifting thoughts  
animate the stillness,  
The light stays open  
all day. 
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A flurry of color,  
a sign of things to come,  
a  woman appears in front 
of her friend.  
 
 
 
Indiscrete discretion,  
some wear dark glasses,  
some do not.  
 
 
 
The courage of ownership,  
broken fingernails, big pockets,  
hives for the bees.  
 
 
 
He laughs,  
a hand to his chin,  
a split decision.  
 
 
 
A stocky man,  
a handsome woman,  
taking a break with tea.  
 
 
 
Lip gloss, a healthy glow,  
hands on her hips,  
just so. 
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Three in a cluster,  
a child by herself,  
she knows how  
to dance.  
 
 
 
A child moves  
behind her mother,  
acting in her  
official capacity. 
 
 
 
A couple nods in agreement,  
a low crown hat, a tongue ring,  
muttonchop sideburns. 
 
 
 
A small boy backs up  
slowly, ancient knights  
wore their own armor. 
 
 
 
A crack in the ceiling,  
a crack in the floor,  
We do what we do,  
to have it done.  
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The tabletop is thin,  
the nuclear family scattered,  
We live in front of the future. 
 
 
 
An older artist,  
a hat, a canvas bag,  
a tiny woman  
taken for young. 
 
 
 
A small girl,  
her even smaller sister, 
catches her eye  
with a smile.  
 
 
 
The milky light of a lamp,  
a quilted coat, a gray cap,  
a moment passes, a white cap.  
 
 
 
Gleaming white teeth,  
his mouth is moving,  
jowls and a long chin, 
a shrub of hair,  
a libertine look.  
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He sits down slowly, slowly,  
laughter shakes her ribcage.  
 
 
 
Two old friends, a blue suede suit, 
sleek hair, spiked against the light.  
 
 
 
A ten-dollar bill,  
held aloft  
like a toast,  
Here’s to us.  
 
 
A tired driver,  
a truck like a tank,  
a sandwich  
wrapped in paper.  
 
 
 
A mother feeds herself, 
a spoon in her baby’s mouth,  
wispy strands, chunks of thought.  
 
 
 
A hairy leg, a nimble dance,  
a tight bun, a defiant look,  
the morning after.  
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A long button front,  
a shaved head, he smoothes  
the sleeves of his shirt.  
 
 
 
A narrow window above the doors, 
the painted floor’s unworn corners, 
water on the table like a pond. 
 
 
 
A king on his throne,  
languishing on a stool, 
sucking on a toothpick.  
 
 
 
Well-worn pants,  
loose in the seat,  
reflection of the world 
 in his glasses. 
 
 
 
Fringe leather jacket,  
pictures on the screen,  
a day off, a happy grin,  
a piece of cake. 
 
 
 
I heard the story, a new garage door,  
a man leans down, bruises below the knee.  
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A casual stance, an amber barrette,  
soft leather boots, a bagel in a sack.  
 
 
 
Dangling earrings, smoky eyes, 
vague shapes in the once-shiny floor,  
a toddler puts the toddler seat away.  
 
 
 
Bad choppers,  
too much paraphernalia,  
The weeks come and go.  
 
 
 
A slump in business,  
empty pockets, nothing new,  
a cloth for wiping up spills.  
 
 
 
Cream-colored walls,  
labels on things, 
simple sunshine.  
 
 
 
A plaid jacket, zipped tight,  
dust in the ceiling vents,  
Breathing is personal. 
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He fingers his billfold,  
he makes faces when  
no one is looking. 
 
 
 
He wants it to work,  
Great expectations,  
hot drink on a cold day.  
 
 
 
She tips, wherever she goes,  
he didn’t take the cap off first,  
Is this the right time to laugh?  
 
 
 
Hardworking, sore ribcage,  
blistered hands, crossed arms, 
numbered pages, apple chips.  
 
 
 
She’s bent, as if in pain,  
blond hair to her waist,  
Reason goes wanting  
in a storm. 
 
 
 
Water beads on plastic,  
blinking eyes, fingers fly,  
military precision, a sweet smile.  
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Tight mouth, pulled to a pinch,  
one-hand texting, ripped jeans,  
Anger serves the angry. 
 
 
A tiny complaint between friends,  
no thoughts of consequence, 
It feels like spring. 
 
 
Do you remember  
the way home,  
a knitted mouse,  
a tinkling piano.  
 
 
 
A briefly dancing barista,  
Let’s get something straight,  
business is good.  
 
 
 
Matching gestures, like a dance, 
boxes stacked, cups in bags, 
old recipe on the floor.  
 
 
 
Dark-eyed mother, shoeless  
baby, crumbs on her blouse,  
splayed feet standing. 
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Motorcycle headlights flashing,  
she strikes a confident pose,  
combs her bangs with her fingers.  
 
 
 
Music playing, newspaper  
in hand, eyes intent,  
Come across, she says.  
 
 
 
Gun on a man’s belt, 
a straw for a spoon,  
wearing blue from  
head to toe. 
 
 
 
Children at their mother’s side,  
she carries their drinks, a kid  
runs by, the others turn to look. 
 
 
 
Rain wet shoes,  
Plain and simple, old buddy,  
a long nose, a sharp tone,  
one black eye.  
 
 
 
Shoulder bump, a yawn,  
a quizzical look.  
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Who’s invisible?  
singers in unison,  
a giggling pair,  
wooden stir sticks,  
a bulletin board.  
 
 
 
Umbrella on a cord,  
half-eaten lunch,  
tennis shoes,  
not for tennis. 
 
 
 
Apron loosely tied,  
crowded parking lot, 
a fallen building  
in grassy ruins.  
 
 
 
Sentimental sayings,  
people all together,  
one rum, two rum,  
three rum, four. 
 
 
 
A maroon vest,  
bowl-cut hairline, 
I love this, so much,  
she grins. 
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Patent leather shoes,  
Non-compos mentis,  
it means I love you, too.\ 
 
 
 
Cotton slacks, crossed legs,  
uncrossed legs, one sleeve  
at a time, an open door.  
 
 
 
Two turquoise helmets on the table,  
folded hands, fingers crossed,  
posters of other countries.  
 
 
 
A gold watch,  
gift bags on a hook, 
spigots dripping syrup. 
 
 
 
A busy street, beyond the glass, 
a late lunch of apple crunch,  
stiletto heels and tights. 
 
 
 
Hair pulled back in a swirl,  
a passing trailer full of trees.  
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A sigh, strap-on sandals,  
shoulder-length hair, bare  
legs in a crowded room.  
 
 
 
Collar turned up,  
a shiny necklace,  
a frilly white shirt,  
sewn holes everywhere.  
 
 
 
Aviator glasses,  
face like a cartoon,  
a rope for a belt. 
 
 
 
Worst-case scenario,  
white tag on a black scarf,  
a pack of cigarettes.  
 
 
 
Buttered scones, milk in a tumbler,  
muddy boots, caked and dried,  
dark chocolate, reading a book,  
Does chewing aid contemplation? 
 
 
 
An unlit cigar, twitchy finger,  
staring out the window. 
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Consider your words carefully.  
My motorcycle is my weapon, 
I sincerely doubt it.  
 
 
 
Moving quickly, flight control,  
abrupt landing, complete stop. 
 
 
 
Robed and bearded,  
a bag of electronics,  
a marshmallow square,   
Just back from Vegas.  
 
 
 
Waiting for a friend, hey, that’s my mug, 
blue collar, peach sweater, bells ringing.  
 
 
He walks around the table, on tiptoe,  
a look of welcome, wild abandon  
in the imagination.  
 
 
 
Curtain on the doorway,  
gestures in the air, 
patchwork sweater,  
ponytail inside a hoodie. 
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Hey baby, come to Papa,  
orange soda in a paper cup.  
 
 
A worker’s cap on an old man,  
young man in a suit, a leaning in, 
warm stare between them.  
 
 
 
A rag, a rack of maps, 
a rubber mat, a mop,  
One squeeze does the trick.  
 
 
 
Foam around the rim,  
wooden chair, unbalanced leg.  
multiple plugs in the power bar,  
says he’s management material.  
 
 
 
She scratches his back,  
her nails go even lower,  
a furry bunny between them.  
 
 
 
A streaky smudge,  
a cloth for cleaning lenses,  
cookies and cupcakes, 
like a feast. 
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A light breeze, a fast moving line,  
sugar high, bright colors, plastic  
sandals, Click on the one you like.  
 
 
 
Bubbles in his soles, coffee  
in a ceramic cup, a potbelly,  
It’s coming up on suppertime.  
 
 
 
Lace-up boots, black glasses,  
bleached blond hair, sittin’ still,  
still stylin’. 
 
 
 
A touch screen, nimble fingers,  
legs akimbo, a slight stumble,  
he points to the sky.  
 
 
 
Silky pants, rolled-up sleeves,  
head-band with unicorns on it,  
she plays with her buttons.  
 
 
 
Bits of torn paper in a clenched fist,  
coffee beans in a bowl, timers with  
magnets, a green straw in white foam. 
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A badge, a high rating,  
a shelf, a foot bar, a side door,  
a pullout drawer, a clean counter.  
 
 
 
Full price, coupon,  
half price, smirk,  
finger tapping,  
one, two, three,  
whack-a-mole. 
 
 
 
Loud knocking,  
head shaking, painted  
birds in the window.  
 
 
 
Long hair, head cold, dainty sips,  
a splayfoot walk, he talks to himself,  
a pen in her mouth, a tinkling sound,  
he’s muscular.  
 
 
 
Cultivated stubble,  
strides across the parking lot,  
good posture, creased pants,  
the blues on a sunny day. 
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Khaki pants, steel-toed shoes,  
stars on a baseball cap, a leather  
bag, soft, like pudding,  
 
 
 
Long looks in the mirror,  
racing jacket, stares  
in her coffee.  
 
 
 
Nose ring, baby carriage,  
Mandarin oranges, satisfaction  
comes across her face. 
 
 
 
Red leather coat, balanced  
on one foot, phone rings,  
a start, a break, a reward.  
 
 
 
Construction site, 
too much medication,  
a see-through shirt.  
 
 
 
Smokers in the cold,  
private deliberations,  
compartmentalization. 
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A teething ring,  
a fierce look of concern,  
He’s a little potentate.  
 
 
 
Booming voice, 
string tie with silver tips,  
record sales mounting up.  
 
 
U-shaped collar, brand-new shoes,  
she says she loves what she does. 
 
  
 
I’ll give you a shout-out,  
Whoop, whoop, whoop, 
Call me when you can. 
 
 
 
 
He’s really slimmed down,  
dust to dust, perfect health, 
smothered laughter, baby’s cry. 
 
 
Animal logo, sack of goodies,  
fingers crossed, Did you say  
local or loco? 
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Wheel chair with its brakes locked,  
whipped-cream canister sputters and  
pops, holding two phones at once. 
 
  
 
Pamphlet held up  
like a magnifying glass,  
black jacket with a parrot  
on the back.  
 
 
 
Casual banter, tiger  
pattern pants, crushed  
ice in their drinks.  
 
 
 
Serious thoughts, Get your own,  
Leave enough room, Cargo pants,  
Presentation is everything. 
 
 
 
Fast talker at a big table,  
bald spot, he can’t  
remember what he said.  
 
 
 
Her own bedroom, a tear in the cloth,  
A convenient case of anesthesia,  
I mean amnesia.  
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You have to stand for something,  
curved-back chairs, a pregnant belly,  
cork and vinyl earrings, a full sugar bin. 
 
 
 
Short-sleeve shirt, new beard,  
arm waving, loud voice, a small bird 
flies into the window, flies away. 
 
 
  
Hold on tight, 
Don’t back down,  
Go for a stroll,  
Take a long walk,  
See what’s out there. 
 
 
 
A natural tan, impressive profile,  
furry mustache, safari vest, He  
went for a grueling run, He’s shy.  
 
 
 
Crumpled-up work sheet,  
hands behind her back,  
wire-frame granny glasses,  
She has options to spare.  
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She gives the kid a bottle,  
a shot, a drop, a slug, 
Oh, my head.  
 
 
 
Clicking heels, twinkling eyes,  
wrinkled pants, double doors,  
unsweetened soy.  
 
 
 
Shopping bags, reading aloud  
as he walks, he blows his nose,  
sneezes, blows his nose.  
 
 
 
The wringing of hands, the squinting  
of eyes, a frilly green skirt, red slippers, 
No one likes to be singled out, Some do. 
 
 
 
Plenty of RAM, an upturned face,  
both feet up on another chair,  
it means freedom for some.  
 
 
 
Double mocha, sky blue hat,  
earphones, deep in thought,  
glasses on a braided cord,  
It’s the uncertainty principle. 
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Your lying eyes, crying,  
Ha ha ha, elastic bands,  
desire, cable-knit sweater,  
A vest for bad weather.  
 
 
 
Morning rain, a seasonal gift,  
a silky black jacket, life and death,  
a limerick, Everybody’s getting older.  
 
 
 
Suspenders on an overcast day,  
flipping pages, short attention span,  
football on the weekends,  
saucer for a big cookie.  
 
 
 
A pendant round her neck, 
bone buttons on her headscarf,  
large feet, rocking back and forth,  
he wipes his brow with his fingers,  
the splashboard is a protector. 
 
 
 
 I want an explanation, It’s not a spoon,  
You have to squat down to see,  
Followed by a quick little leg kick.  
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Cracks in the wall, a thick, full beard,  
a slight yawn, a bulging backpack,  
something stuck in her teeth. 
 
  
 
Sounds like poetry,  
She has lovely handwriting,  
Everything’s imported these days,  
Did you say dread? 
 
 
 
Receptacles and protrusions,  
slivers and splinters and shards,  
a brief scowl, the Panama Canal,  
Go home and go back to bed.  
 
 
 
Coat and tie, sandals,  
his fingers buried in his pants,  
accidental spill, a good stiff broom. 
 
 
 
The hunt and peck system, his tattoo  
is his name, light reflecting from glasses,  
a nod, a smile, a wince, a grin. 
 
 
 
Short hard heels, a clicking noise,  
crossed leg stuck out. 
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Multicolored mittens, aardvark hat,  
rich corduroy coat, a list of desires, 
Get out of town, No time for that.  
 
 
 
Nose hairs, nosy neighbors,  
move the chairs, stand erect,  
The Swedes are right,  
Did you say sporting goods? 
  
 
 
New York hair, calfskin boots,  
knee-length skirt, dangling arms,  
umbrellas, Don’t forget the kids. 
 
 
 
Moving slowly, hand over mouth,  
can’t stop coughing,  I lost my job,  
No dessert for you, I’ll try harder.  
 
 
 
An aluminum crutch,  
a sudden thunderstorm,  
wet grass in the sunshine.  
 
 
 
Glasses in a sparkly case,  
 a Slinky in a box, a green  
hoodie with white strings.  
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Software applications,  
wrinkles under the eyes,  
Pardon my reach. 
  
 
 
Can I tell you something?  
She blows on her cup.  
Can you keep a secret?  
It happens to be true. 
  
 
 
Penny loafers, silk scarf,  
porcelain implants, counting  
his fingers with a grin.  
 
 
 
Glasses hooked in his collar,  
A shiny face, chin whiskers, 
You look like a detective.  
 
 
 
A  cool breeze, a floppy hat,  
a clandestine rendezvous,  
the advertising section. 
 
 
 
Sports bra, tailored shirt, island motif, 
blinking lights, New Age jewelry,  
Don’t hold me down.  
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Sherlock Holmes was here,  
white shirt, tie, and vest,  
no pie.  
 
 
 
Gray tights, cargo shorts,  
pockets full, a brief note,  
I like hiking, cold is relative.  
 
 
 
Thrift store tag, obsidian bracelet,  
three-page San Antonio pamphlet,  
standing alone, holding an empty cup.  
 
 
 
A book changing hands, turn and smile, 
two lawyers, black beret, Meet my friend,  
Compound interest, The numbers add up.  
 
 
 
A little girl shows off her new straw,  
walking around a spill, long blond  
streaks, She’s Madonna-esque.  
 
 
 
The dawning of a new day,  
Have a bite of cheese, Thank you,  
but I don’t live here.  
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Wild ideas, deep-set screws,  
neutral tones, cushion-sole shoes,  
tinted hair, over the eyes.  
 
 
 
Polo shirt, blotchy with paint,  
stocking cap, pulled down hard,  
a tense forehead, mild discomfort. 
 
 
 
Porcupine stew, a cloche hat,  
leaning into the conversation, 
long sleeves, waiting by the door. 
 
 
 
Hand on thigh,  
like ornamentation,  
caramel-colored cowboy boots.  
 
 
 
Two directions at once, rue the day, 
disgruntled, detached, delighted,  
ducks in a row.  
 
 
 
Sits with his back to the room, He’s a legend,  
Kindness flows and glows, Fundamentals come  
and go, trumpets blare, a funny smell in the air.  
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He’s a good buddy of mine, On permanent  
vacation, Due any minute, torn t-shirt,  
freckled face, fast-moving thumbs.  
 
 
 
Tricks of the trade,  
crossed arms, binoculars,  
a piece of string, Add it up.  
 
 
 
What’s your frame of reference?  
Knock before entering, multiple  
face piercings, no dessert toppings. 
 
 
 
Three drinks at once, Farther than before,  
No time to change, gray temples, wipes his  
mouth, I’m binged out, Watch my bags. 
 
 
 
Overflowing sugar bowl, 
one lonely peanut,  
shadows on the wall.  
 
 
 
Spilled coffee, pulls out his keys,  
a foreign accent, reading an envelope.  
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A startled look, a large tub on a truck,  
ballet slippers hung from the mirror,  
a Miss America victory wave.  
 
 
 
Lip balm, trivialities, Gum?  
She nods, a gun in its holster,  
holding back a smile. 
 
 
 
We live in bastions of plenty,  
a stack of tiny paper cups,  
haircut from a magazine,  
It’s a long story. 
 
 
 
A new trend, a gaudy gold thing,  
sun in my eyes, Sunday paper in a pile,  
Let’s change seats, if that’s OK with you.  
 
 
 
Slowly, she gets out of the car, 
yawning, he sings out the orders,  
ceiling speakers, leather chairs.  
 
 
 
Heavy coats, Here comes  
the crowd, Drink it up,  
Drink it down, Snow boots.  
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A natural blond,  
a bandaged hand,  
She takes her own  
sweet time. 
 
 
 
It’s a friendly neighborhood,  
More here than meets the eye,  
The origin of absolutely everything,  
Good weather.  
 
 
 
What if you were President?  
a see-through blouse,  
a long list of things to do.  
 
 
 
Uncapped thermos, 
gold bracelet on black velvet,  
a nice man with vertical lines,  
Read the fine print.  
 
 
 
I bet he’s a rap star,  
Just like my ex,  
a prominent nose,  
a sketch pad, 
It’s been this way  
for years.  
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He’s put on a few,  
pouring honey slowly,  
wearing a skeleton shirt.  
 
 
 
Windblown, pants dragging,  
yellow slacks, dark red lipstick,  
That’s enough food for two. 
 
 
 
Whispering between them, 
she clicks her fingernails,  
a gradual darkening of the light.  
 
 
 
Holding the paper out to read,  
chin on his hand, twisting, this  
way and that, looking around.  
 
 
 
Showers in the offing,  
tail lights flashing, video games,  
windmilling fingers, No buts, please,  
Kleenex. 
 
 
Bouncy, bouncy,  
Can you paraphrase that?  
That’s right, turned-up collar. 
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Tattoo across her chest,  
velour from head to toe, 
a beaded bag, a sunshiny smile.  
 
 
 
Faces in the window, 
Gesturing on the phone, 
a broken leg, one odd footprint.  
 
 
 
Reversible jacket, a polar bear sticker on  
his guitar case, hair poking out of his cap,  
Moving quickly, that’s his strength. 
 
 
 
Black and white stripes,  
a pile of papers, his face,  
this far from the screen.  
 
 
 
Slouching in her chair, wet hair,  
lines that didn’t used to be there,  
two small drawings, done with care.  
 
 
 
Across the room, a lilting giggle,  
sunshine, hair spray, clownish acts,  
It’s too much for one person to handle.  
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Ziploc bag for brushes, coveralls,  
box of paints, southern accent, 
a stern look, a string of shells.  
 
 
 
He’s back, again, Google the name,   
It’s been a good year, Hot, hot, hot,  
You can’t hide that.  
 
 
 
Cracking knuckles, Hold it between  
your teeth, a lumbering walk, Is war  
an antidote to complacency?  
 
 
 
I promised to get them a turtle, 
I need an overseas connection,  
Slide over, I’m stuffed to the gills.  
 
 
 
Heart pounding, sheepskin collar,   
sequins on a case, It’s clear we care  
for the same things, you and I.  
 
 
Whipped cream topping, big grin,  
dangling earrings, a long silk skirt,  
chocolate sprinkles, Just a little  
for me, thanks.  
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A packet of sweetener,  
salt shaker missing, 
socket cover missing, 
A sudden feeling of bliss. 
 
 
 
L-shaped room, a tall couple,  
elbow to elbow, Young people  
with old ideas, made new.  
 
 
 
Kuala Lumpur, blue jeans,  
a playful look, a subtle wink,  
a billowing purple scarf.  
 
 
 
A cordoned-off path to the register, 
a tiger pattern with zebra stripes, 
Mobility is the answer, these days.  
 
 
 
You can’t beat freedom with a stick,  
You’re bigger than I thought you’d be, 
No offense.  
 
 
 
Two-tone leather jacket, stars  
in her ears, an optimistic air, 
The beach is calling.  
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Hat pin, bare neck,  
Thermostat, people chat,  
back to back, fingers tap,  
Where does it all end?  
 
 
 
She scratches her head,  
No names, please, I can wait,  
big truck in the window.  
 
 
 
Fingers tapping at her temple, 
tight-fitting pants, a complicated  
hairdo, sibilant whispering. 
 
 
 
Cartoons for the kids, buzz-cut,  
crossed-swords sweatshirt, ratty hair,  
no smile, bites her lip, Shrug it off,  
Heel, toe, heel, toe.  
 
 
 
Natural light, artificial light,  
Curvature of the spine, Wheels  
go round and round, Two hands  
hold the strap, Think about structure,  
Wash your hands, Sit up straight.  
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My, oh my, dyed redhead, local press,  
high forehead, big gap in her teeth,  
national attention, demitasse. 
 
 
 
An executive valise,  
a runner passing by,  
exit sign on the blink,  
people still leave.  
 
 
 
Magic marker, narrow tie, checkered shirt,  
puffy parka, leather pockets, full of stuff,  
Simple answers notwithstanding. 
 
 
 
Chin on his knuckles, she pulls her hair,  
he looks at the door, Argyle socks, goatee,  
giraffe, mascara, sucking on a straw. 
 
 
 
She holds her mouth open,  
he has a certain way about him,  
Someone has to be in charge.  
 
 
A scrap of paper, scribbled on,  
We’re super-excited, restless  
leg syndrome, Celebrate youth.  
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Two cops, leaves tracked in, no stress, 
wooden panels, a place to wind down.   
she’s flamboyant, he stumbles a bit.  
 
 
 
Heels never touch the ground,  
gloves off, shoulder shake,  
hangs up his coat and sighs. 
 
 
 
Packet of papers, neatly folded, 
I need a battery charger that  
works, What’s a syllogism?  
 
 
 
Ankle bracelet, tender couple, 
the whites of her eyes, bomber jacket,  
Double mocha, Catastrophe averted.  
 
 
 
Button-down shirt, painted tie,  
jumping jack, pencil, Murder,  
Tapioca. 
 
 
 
Pager on his belt, She’s not a child anymore,  
a purposeful manner, talking on the phone,  
Here’s to you, my friend.  
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Tousled hair, closed eyes  
shut out the light, Put it on,  
take it off, put it on, take it off. 
 
 
 
A rhapsody in words, 
Personal space is important,  
I thought it was mine, maybe not.  
 
 
A piece of music cuts the chatter, 
a flickering screen, the greenest green,  
Don’t count on it for relief. 
 
 
 
Traffic in the distance, juice box, 
gingerbread squares, overcast sky,  
q sly nose pick, no spider webs.  
 
 
 
Raised lettering for the impaired,  
an old couple doing the crossword,  
an old man with long blond hair, 
a large cup near the table’s edge.  
 
 
 
A happy father, a laughing baby, 
head on chest, pork-pie hat,  
nice set of pearly whites.  
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A shrug, Seen it all before,  
Tell the truth, bright lights,  
imagination, peaceful places.  
 
 
 
Confidantes exchanging information,  
tresses, casters, the South of France,  
on the edge of my seat, a favorite tune.  
 
 
 
On one foot, she ties her shoe,  
grins and touches her nose,  
crystal earrings, I smell danger.  
 
 
 
Squeaky voice, a stubborn cowlick,  
Cheese Danish, a regular rodeo, parked  
for a minute in the handicap zone. 
 
 
 
Socks and sandals, storm coming,  
camping gear, stowed in the trunk,  
I know, I know, not enough time.  
 
 
 
Pretty postcards taped to the wall,  
What if I die first?  large cup of tea,  
hug and a kiss. 
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Baggy pants, hearing aid,  
patent leather, hook and ladder, 
knitted tassels, ibuprofen.  
 
 
Passing cars, painted toes,  
Wrinkled nose, pottery, jalapenos, 
pair of flats, What’s the deal?  
 
 
 
Any ego is a big ego, sunglasses  
on her forehead, sweet as can be,  
Twenty years come and go.  
 
 
 
He sticks a newspaper in his umbrella, 
licks the lid of his latte, a halo of light. 
 
 
  
Conscious awareness, metal plates  
in the road, Optimum potential,  
as far as the eye can see. 
 
 
 
Broad shoulders, low-slung pants,  
wipes his mouth and chin, he points  
with his arm, she’s got dimples.  
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Diamond brooch, imperious demeanor,  
her head moves as she talks, she says  
they’re all delinquents.  
 
 
Apron strings, kindred spirits, tea bags,  
vanilla, a rag  for spills, fast service,  
sunlight, like a tablecloth. 
 
 
 
Muscles on top of muscles,  
rings on every finger,  
car slowly circles the lot. 
 
 
 
Soft-soled shoes, a satin hat, 
a thin gold chain, a big smile, 
a baby in a numbered jersey.  
 
 
 
Bright skies, sore arm throbbing,  
poised to leap, look at a map,  
a tattered phone book, tarot cards.  
 
 
 
I want to start all over again, 
 If I get an invite, I’ll make my move,  
When it’s time to go, it’s time to go, 
See you later, Buckaroo.  


